After the older C value paradox (9), we now have an apparent N value paradox on our hands: Neither the cellular DNA content (in mass) nor its gene content appears directly related to our intuitive perception of organismal complexity. However, logic taught us that paradoxes often arise from the use of imprecise or ambiguous terminology. In a quick (admittedly nonrepresentative) survey among people in my laboratory, the answers to the question: "How much more complex is a human compared to a nematode?" ranged from a mere 100 to near infinity. Those widely different opinions were mostly the result of the lack of an objective (physical) measurement of what we mean by "biological complexity." Some only considered the diversity of cell types, others considered brain circuitry, and others went as far as including the cultural achievements of the human species as a whole. Thus, 30,000 human genes is not equally surprising to everybody.
Furthermore, any personal estimate of biological complexity K can be fitted to the gene number N, by arbitrarily choosing a suitable functional relationship K = f(N): proportional: K ~ N, polynomial: K ~ Na, exponential: K ~ aN, or even factorial: K ~ N!. Which relationship is a reasonable one? I personally favor defining the complexity of an organism as the number of theoretical transcriptome states that its genome could achieve, where the transcriptome represents the universe of transcripts for the genome. According to the simplest model, in which each gene is either ON or OFF, a genome with N genes can (theoretically) encode 2 N states. According to this model, the human species appears 2 30,000 /2 20,000 = 2 10,000 10 3000 more complex than the nematode species. This very big number (much bigger than the total number of elementary particles in the known universe) can indeed accommodate the most idealistic opinions about the uniqueness of human beings and their superiority over worms! More seriously, because genes are not independently expressed but are redundant and/or co-regulated in subsets, and also because many of these theoretical transcriptome states would be lethal, the exponents in the above formula would have to be reduced by one or two orders of magnitude. However, gene expression exhibits more than two states. A trivial mathematical model can thus illustrate how a relatively small number of genes could be sufficient to generate a tremendous biological complexity.
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It is also consistent with the common view (10) that biological sophistication evolves through the development of more individually and finely regulated gene expression mechanisms, rather than a sheer increase in the number of genes. Accordingly, metazoan promoters do obey more intricate (and mostly unknown) triggering rules than their microbial counterparts, by making a combinatorial use of an expanded repertoire of transcription factors (11).
The vertebrate immune system is another example--this time real--of a biological system capable of generating a quasi-infinite repertoire of specific responses, by using a simple combinatorial logic involving a few hundred different genes that are regulated in a relatively straightforward manner.
If we can be convinced that 30,000 genes might be compatible with our perception of human complexity, this number has still to be reconciled with the much higher number of mRNA species--at least 85,000--as inferred from various assemblies of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) (12) (13) (14) . Alternative polyadenylation is an obvious explanation for this discrepancy. However, the latest estimate (15) only predicts about 39,000 different "endings" from 30,000 genes (16) . Alternative splicing is the next mechanism that can be invoked and could account for up to 48,000 different cDNAs (16) according to published statistics (17). Combining the detailed probabilities of both mechanisms in a simultaneous and independent manner could account for a maximum of 66,000 total different transcripts (albeit unlikely to generate as many nonoverlapping EST clusters). Using another approach, we mapped each of the 82,000 Unigene (release 116) clusters to the available human genome draft sequence in GenBank and searched for any significant protein homology within a 20-kb interval around each recognized genomic location. This computer experiment left us with more than 46,000 unigene EST clusters for which there was no evidence of protein-coding potential (16) . Aside from the artifactual contamination by intron sequences (from unspliced heterogenous nuclear RNAs), the large excess of cDNA/EST clusters over identified protein-coding genes could thus be explained by two main factors: the presence of numerous alternative forms of protein-coding transcripts, together with a significant number of transcripts from uncharacterized (regulatory) "genes" not encoding proteins (such as Xist or H19). We must remember that genes of the latter category are not detected by the current ab initio gene-finding programs and are usually discovered by chance. The thorough investigation of the nagging discrepancy between protein-coding gene and apparent mRNA numbers might thus still reveal some important biological discoveries.
From a different point of view, a small number of human protein-coding genes means that the potential of functional genomics may be realized more easily and faster than anticipated. In the last few years, an increasing number of researchers [including Venter et al. (1) would be totally inadequate to figure out the function of all genes. Instead, they propose that complex genetic networks should be studied as a whole, using "new theoretical approaches," according to the premise that nondeterministic and/or chaotic phenomena might govern the functioning of the human genome (18) . Unfortunately, these new approaches (reminiscent of the old general system theory) are still poorly developed, and have no track record of significant discovery in molecular biology. In fact, with only 30,000 genes, each directly interacting with four or five others on average, the human genome is not significantly more complex than a modern jet airplane [which contains more than 200,000 unique parts, each of them interacting with three or four others on average (19)]. Yet, it is rarely suggested that airplane behavior is mostly nondeterministic and requires a "systemic" understanding. Accordingly, I believe that the use of simple hierarchical regulatory models in conjunction with the spectacular development of high-throughput analyses (microarray, two-hybrid system, proteomics, chemical screening, etc.) will again be sufficient to rather quickly generate most of the significant results in functional genomics.
As a rule of thumb, about 10% of human genes might correspond to potential drug targets related to diseases of socio-economical importance. With only 3000 candidate genes to work from, i.e., 30 for each of the top 100 companies throughout the world, the pharmaceutical industry is now facing a new challenge. If the high-throughput approaches cited above are used, developing leads for all of these candidates should only take a few years of fierce competition. In this context (and if patents on genes are destined to hold), one can seriously question the long-term sustainable growth and economic viability of the whole industry, as well as the future of a pharmaceutical R&D strategy consisting of developing new leads for the same targets over and over again. The "end of the beginning" (20) of the genomic era, might thus be followed by the "beginning of the end" very quickly, if new ways of designing and marketing medicines are not found.
Although still heralded as economically unrealistic by many, the development of personalized treatments based on genomic polymorphisms and individual transcriptome patterns might thus quickly become a necessary driving force of pharmaceutical innovation. By reporting the generation and mapping of 2.3 million new single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) [a number comparable to what is already publicly available (21)] Venter et al. (1) show that these new opportunities--to paraphrase another milestone article--"have not escaped their notice" (22) .
